IT IS enbex solves the electronic data
exchange (EDI / XML) between various
business systems (e.g. NAV / SAP)
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IT IS enbex passes into
hands: your important
data is in the right place
at the right time now.
In the daily business of a company, there is a remarkable amount of data to be processed.
Above all, documents like invoices, quotes, orders, bills of delivery, but forms and regular
correspondence are just common practice.
To handle these quantities of data and to carry them from hardcopy form into your
EDV-system, means a time-consuming but still non-productive job for many enterprises,
because the electronic data often already exists elsewhere and just needs to be checked
and taken over - wouldn`t this save enormous time. With IT IS enbex, that wish becomes
reality. Directly used data from different associated systems and use them for your own
purpose, always with a maximum technical security, of course .
The longsome transportation of hardcopy documents and the correction of entries is very
time-consuming. With IT IS enbex this expenditure dispenses. Furthermore you don‘t have
to be concerned, if your ”counterpart“ can directly process your data without any difficulties,
because the transmitted IT IS enbex documents represent a standard which is understood
by all participants or could be translated. Since the steering board to the data exchange is
presented in your business software or in a browser, IT IS enbex is very user friendly.

IT IS enbex is a .NET based communication system. It enables electronic
data exchange in the B2B area and acts as gateway for various IT systems.
IT IS enbex is the inexpensive flatrate, because the cost does not depend
on the number of transmissions.
Want some figures? IT IS enbex has done more than 550.000 transactions
Today there are over 1000 satisfied IT IS enbex-user, and counting.

IT IS enbex is standard-conformity
paired with maximum flexibility
During the developement of IT IS
enbex we payed attention to the possibility of enabeling an easy and flexible
data exchange between various IT
-systems.

Using IT IS enbex, the communica�on
system for electronic data exchange, we
are the outrider of a Germany-, even
Europe-wide unique solu�on which
simplifies the document exchange.
IT IS enbex acts as interface for various
IT-systems, therefore this system has the
a�ribute of universal applicability.
IT IS enbex enables the qualified digital
signature. Furthermore the point to point
technique ensures maximum security at
each transmission.

the other entities. This ensures that
each partner, which is participating the
data exchange and using IT IS enbex is
able to “understand“ each of the other
participants without any difficulties.
It is possible to adapt IT IS enbex to the
customer‘s requests: Interfaces for individual software solutions can be integrated. Because of this flexibility, IT IS enbex is standing out from other systems.

IT IS enbex offers secure communication and data exchange
Another very important point is the security of the communication. This means,
that mechanisms, which acknowledge
the receipt of every document, are integrated into IT IS enbex. Verifications of
authenticity, high encoding and a qualified signature are also included.
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IT IS enbex: less mistakes means
less costs
IT IS enbex is flexible enough to cope
with future demands and enlargements.
The advantage of such an universal system is, that all of the connected entities
use one common “language“ towards

Efficient operations are worthwhile to
archive for good reason: The colleagues
always exactly know what has to be
done and do not have to consider any
complex handling of singular cases or
exceptional rules. So the members of

staff can concentrate on their major
tasks. But what can information technology do for that? With the aid of data
processing especially the quality of the
data is improved: Avoid mistakes of writing or wrong filled forms, because the
right values are available already.
IT IS enbex is very conductive here and
as consequence is leading to a lowering
of costs because wrong entries and redundant acquisition of data are avoided.
The members of staff use and send the
structured data, which is already filled,
to their colleques. Thereby, a lot of
transcribing actions become actions of
examination.
So the speed of processing the data
is rising while there are less mistakes.
Practical experiences show, that the
quality of data increases about 800%
through electronic data exchange. This
modern way of information exchange will
shortly make a contribution to alleviate
the professional life of the personnel.
Digital signature and encoding for
maximum security
The communication system of IT IS enbex is based on XML (Extensible Markup
Language), an international standard for
the creation of machine- and humanreadable documents in terms of a extendable tree structure.

Very important: during the development
of IT IS enbex we strictly adhered to the
recommendations and restrictions of
W3C (world wide web consortium). Thereby, the system is very flexible and can
be adapted to future requirements. By
using XML the preferences of flexibility
and conformace are united with international internet-standards.
Furthermore IT IS enbex already provides digital signature, so that the identity
of each particular participant and the
derivation of the data is secured.
IT IS enbex continues to be very secure:
high encoding and decentralized data
exchange (point-to-point transmission)
ensures data security at each transmission, so your data will never be in the
hands of unauthorized persons.
Together with an business software like
Microsoft Dynamics NAV, it is possible to
reach a paperless and secure exchange
of business documents; thereby, IT IS
enbex virtually suits every other standard software.
IT IS enbex delivers the data, which already is existing in your system, in a fast
and secure way to the desired communication partner. The re-entry into internet
formulars or the filling in a form completely drops.

Especially coordination processes with
your partners are extremely time saving now. Just like you were sending
an e-mail, but secure and directly, it is
possible to transfer data per the push of
a button, even during you discuss about
the data with your partner.
Your dialogue partner achieves the qualified data in no time at all exactly where
he needs it in his system and immediately is able to check, approve and redirect your changes to the next partner.

From this point, the extended dataset is
either rebuilt, tranferred or is sent back
to the former partner. So, at the end of
the process, every partner has the complete and correct data in his system.
IT IS enbex is fully configurable, supports workflows, communicates with all
kind of protocols and transmission channels (e.g. HTTP/S, SMTP, FTP) using
EDI, XML, and Flat file Data. You can
learn more about the technical details
on our home page.

Profit from the advantages of IT IS enbex within no time at all. The plug & play-appliance immediately is
ready for use and is available for all functions in the range of communication with IT IS enbex.

IT IS enbex: the standard for the fast and secure exchange of data and business documents for enterprises

See more interesting information at:
www.enbex.com.

Your IT IS enbex dealer

You will receive IT IS activigence 2007
solely via your local qualified dealership.
Please ask your Microsoft Dynamics Partner to use the tremendous advantages of
this ground breaking product.
We would like to help you as well!
Contact us at enbex@itis.de.
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